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Optimal Erasure Protection for Scalably Compressed
Video Streams With Limited Retransmission
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Abstract—This paper shows how the priority encoding transmis-
sion (PET) framework may be leveraged to exploit both unequal
error protection and limited retransmission for RD-optimized de-
livery of streaming media. Previous work on scalable media protec-
tion with PET has largely ignored the possibility of retransmission.
Conversely, the PET framework has not been harnessed by the sub-
stantial body of previous work on RD optimized hybrid forward
error correction/automatic repeat request schemes. We limit our
attention to sources which can be modeled as independently com-
pressed frames (e.g., video frames), where each element in the scal-
able representation of each frame can be transmitted in one or both
of two transmission slots. An optimization algorithm determines
the level of protection which should be assigned to each element in
each slot, subject to transmission bandwidth constraints. To bal-
ance the protection assigned to elements which are being trans-
mitted for the first time with those which are being retransmitted,
the proposed algorithm formulates a collection of hypotheses con-
cerning its own behavior in future transmission slots. We show
how the PET framework allows for a decoupled optimization algo-
rithm with only modest complexity. Experimental results obtained
with Motion JPEG2000 compressed video demonstrate that sub-
stantial performance benefits can be obtained using the proposed
framework.

Index Terms—Error protection, hybrid-ARQ, limited retrans-
mission priority encoding transmission (LR-PET), PET, retrans-
mission, robust transmission, scalable video.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper is concerned with the robust transmission of
streaming scalable data through lossy communication

channels, for applications in which limited retransmission is
possible. We limit our attention to scalably compressed video
frames, although the framework which we develop here may
also be applied to the protection of other real-time media, such
as audio.

Traditionally, the possibility of transmission errors has been
addressed either through the use of forward error correction
(FEC) or by automatic repeat request (ARQ) retransmission
schemes. FEC approaches are often advocated for the transmis-
sion of real-time compressed data, based on the assumption that
retransmission might cause unacceptable delays. Much recent
research into the protection of scalable compressed imagery over
packet-based networks [1]–[8] has adopted this perspective,
exploiting the priority encoding transmission (PET) scheme of
Albanese et al. [9] as a framework for unequal error protection.
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In some cases, retransmission of lost data may indeed not be
possible, due to stringent constraints on the delivery time, or
because the transmission medium provides no means for the
transmitter to discover whether or not a packet has been cor-
rectly received.1 In many applications, however, delivery time
constraints merely serve to limit the number of round trips, and,
hence, the number of retransmission opportunities which exist.
This perspective is adopted by a considerable body of literature
[10]–[15], which deals with the optimized delivery of streaming
media with limited retransmission. These works include retrans-
mission decisions within the optimization framework. The com-
bination of both limited retransmission and FEC has also been
considered in a variety of settings [16]–[22]. We shall mention
some of these again shortly. For the moment, however, we note
that the advantages of the PET framework have not previously
been considered in the context of limited retransmission. The
one exception to this, of which we have recently become aware,
is the work of Gan and Ma [22], [23]. As we shall see, our pro-
posed strategy differs in a number of important respects from
that advanced by Gan and Ma.

A. Scalable Source Frames

To study the delivery of streaming scalable media in the con-
text of limited retransmission, we model the scalable data source
as a sequence of “frames,” each of which is compressed inde-
pendently. Highly scalable image compression schemes have
been widely investigated over the past 15 years. Some of the
most notable algorithms to emerge from these efforts are the
EZW [24] and SPIHT [25] algorithms, and the JPEG2000 [26]
image compression standard. The latter is based on a variety of
important concepts, including context-adaptive bit-plane coding
[27], context-adaptive bit-plane reordering [28], [29], and em-
bedded block coding with optimized truncation [30].

These algorithms all produce compressed bit-streams, with
the property that low-quality representations are embedded
within higher quality representations. Equivalently, the com-
pressed bit-stream may be viewed as a succession of elements

, , having coded lengths , which progressively
augment the received image quality. For the embedded repre-
sentation to be efficient, the image quality obtained when the
image is reconstructed from an initial of these elements
should be comparable to that which could be obtained if the
image were compressed using any other efficient algorithm, be
it scalable or otherwise, to the same total length .

1It is worth noting, though, that existing protection schemes universally as-
sume the existence of some feedback mechanism, whereby the transmitter is
able to discover the prevailing network conditions and, hence, estimate loss
probabilities.
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Modern scalable image compression algorithms such as SPIHT
and JPEG2000 are efficient in this sense.

Scalable video compression algorithms have also been the
subject of intense research [31]–[37], with recent results demon-
strating performance approaching that of the most advanced
nonscalable techniques, while offering a large number of em-
bedded elements (see, for example, [38]). The key difference
between scalable image compression and scalable video com-
pression is that a motion-compensated temporal transform is re-
quired, to efficiently exploit interframe redundancies.

For the purpose of this paper, it is convenient to model any
scalably compressed video stream as a sequence of indepen-
dently compressed “source frames” , each of which has
its own collection of embedded elements. In the simplest case,
each original frame of the video sequence is independently com-
pressed using a scalable image coder. More generally, when the
original video frames are compressed jointly, so as to exploit
motion redundancy, the compressed representation produced by
any of the highly scalable video compressors of which we are
aware may still be modeled as a sequence of element groups,
where the elements in each group are coded independently from
those in other groups. These element groups are identified vari-
ously in the literature as “groups of pictures,” “frame slots,” and
so forth. The theory and algorithms presented in this paper may
be applied directly to such data streams by treating each inde-
pendent element group as a separate “source frame,” . For
the discussion which follows, however, it is simplest to think of
the as actual compressed video frames. Indeed, the exper-
imental results which we present in Section IV-F are obtained
by compressing each frame of a video sequence separately using
JPEG2000; this is known as Motion JPEG2000.2

B. PET Framework

The lossy communication channels considered in this work
are packet-based, where the packet transport model is that of
an “erasure channel.” An erasure channel is one in which each
packet either arrives intact or is entirely lost. A key property
of erasure channels is that the receiver knows exactly which
packets have been lost (the “erasures”). This is a good model
for most packet-based communication applications, although
we note that packet loss in IP networks is usually assessed on
the basis of excessive arrival delay, rather than certain knowl-
edge that it has been lost.

In the context of erasure channels, Albanese et al. [9] intro-
duced PET. The PET scheme works with a family of
channel codes, all of which have the same codeword length ,
but different source lengths . We consider only
“maximum distance separable” (MDS) codes, which have the
key property that receipt of any out of the symbols in a
codeword is sufficient to recover the source symbols. The
amount of redundancy determines the strength
of the code, where smaller values of correspond to stronger
codes. It is convenient to augment this set of channel codes with
the special value , for which , meaning that the
element is not transmitted at all. Note that redundancy is
the reciprocal of the more commonly used “code rate” . We

2As with Motion JPEG, the term “motion” refers to the fact that motion video
is being compressed, rather than suggesting that scene motion is exploited.

Fig. 1. Example of a PET frame consisting ofN = 5 packets, into whichQ =

4 elements are coded. The elements E , E , E , and E , having equal lengths
L , are assigned channel codes with k = 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. The dark
and light shaded boxes correspond to source and parity symbols, respectively.

find it more convenient to refer to redundancy, rather than code
rate, in large part due to the importance of the case .

We measure the length of each scalable source element
in “symbols.” In our experiments, each source symbol cor-

responds to one byte, although other symbol sizes may be used.
Given a collection of source elements , having
uncoded lengths , and channel code redundan-
cies , the PET scheme pack-
ages the encoded elements into network packets, which we
call a “PET frame.” source symbols are placed in each of
the first packets, while each of the remaining packets
contains parity symbols. This arrangement guarantees
that receipt of any packets is sufficient to recover ele-
ment . The total encoded transmission length is ,
which must be arranged into packets, each having symbols.
Fig. 1 shows an example of arranging elements into a
PET frame consisting of packets. Consider element ,
which is assigned a (5,3) code. Since , three out of the
five packets together contain the source element’s symbols,
while the remaining two packets contain parity symbols. Hence,
receiving any three packets guarantees recovery of element
and also , but not or .

The PET frame construction described here ignores the possi-
bility that might not be exactly divisible by . To deal with
this eventuality in practice, some symbols from may be
protected with the code used for , rather than the (po-
tentially weaker) code which is otherwise used for the elements
of . Such a policy tends to slightly increase the overall en-
coded length of the PET frame, forcing the selection of channel
codes whose redundancies may be lower overall than suggested
by the equations developed in this paper. These effects, while
usually small, may slightly degrade the optimality of the channel
code assignment algorithms presented in the sequel.

Using the PET framework, several strategies [1]–[8] have
been proposed for finding the optimal channel code assignment
for each source element, under the condition that the total
encoded transmission length should not exceed a specified
limit, . Generally, the optimization objective is an
expected utility , which must be an additive function of the
source elements that are correctly recovered. That is

(1)
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Fig. 2. Relationship between source frames F [n] and transmission slots
T [n]. ACK signifies the flow of acknowledgment information, whereby
the receiver informs the transmitter of the number of packets which were lost
during transmission slot T [n].

where is the amount of utility at the receiver when no source
element is received, is the utility associated with receiving

, and is the probability of recovering the source ele-
ment , which is assigned an channel code. Specif-
ically, is equal to the probability of receiving at least

out of packets. As already mentioned, the special value
is reserved for source elements which are not trans-

mitted, having probability . Commonly, repre-
sents the mean-squared error (MSE) of the reconstructed image
or video frame, and corresponds to a reduction in MSE as-
sociated with recovery of element . The term is included
only for completeness; it plays no role in the intuitive or com-
putational aspects of the optimization problems with which we
are concerned.

C. Limited Retransmission

As mentioned already, we are interested in applications where
limited retransmission of lost data is possible. To simplify mat-
ters, we limit our attention to the case in which the scalable
source elements which constitute each source frame have two
opportunities for transmission. Each source frame is as-
signed a primary “transmission slot” , and a secondary
transmission slot , during which information may be
retransmitted. Each transmission slot has a fixed duration of
s, so that source frames are transmitted at a constant rate of
frames/s. The primary and secondary transmission slots are sep-
arated by at least s, and the value of is chosen so
that this separation is long enough for the transmitter to discover
whether or not packets sent during the primary transmission slot
arrived successfully. Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship between
source frames and transmission slots.

In the context of Fig. 2, it is possible to appreciate the key
challenges of the protection assignment problem with which
we are concerned. During any given transmission slot ,
the transmitter must distribute the available bandwidth between
the primary transmission of elements from source frame
and the secondary transmission (retransmission) of elements
from source frame . We write for the maximum
number of symbols which may be transmitted within slot
and adopt the PET framework to encode elements from both
source frames within a single PET frame, having packets,
each with at most symbols, where . Since the
source data must be transmitted in real time, and the channel
conditions may be subject to change over time, the transmitter
must determine how best to distribute the total of sym-
bols between two different source frames, without knowing how

many packets will be lost or what protection might be applied to
the retransmission of any lost data from frame in its sec-
ondary transmission slot .

In this paper, we propose a general framework for solving
the protection assignment problem mentioned above. To do this,
we formulate a collection of hypotheses concerning the current
frame’s secondary transmission, which will take place in the
future. We coin the term limited retransmission PET (LR-PET)
to describe this novel framework, and we show that an optimal
solution to the LR-PET assignment problem may be found with
modest computational complexity.

To appreciate the potential advantage of LR-PET over
frame-by-frame PET, consider again the example of Fig. 1,
and suppose that only packets 1 and 3 arrive at the receiver.
Without the possibility of retransmission, only element
may be successfully recovered. If retransmission is permitted,
however, only the source symbols of which belong
to packet 2 need be retransmitted in order for the receiver to
recover the whole of element . The relative value of these
symbols is, thus, much higher during retransmission than it
was during the original transmission, since the full utility of

can be realized at one third of its full transmission cost.
A similar argument may be applied to the retransmission of
symbols from the other elements, and . Thus, LR-PET
essentially augments the set of source symbols which may be
transmitted (and protected) during a transmission slot with
retransmitted source symbols, where the latter generally have
elevated utility-length ratios. Higher utility-length ratios allow
a larger expected utility to be achieved with LR-PET than with
PET, subject to the transmission slot’s length budget, .

In any given transmission slot, , the temptation to favor
retransmitted elements from frame , with their higher
effective utility-length ratios, over elements from frame ,
must be balanced by the fact that the utility-length advantage of
future retransmissions (in slot ) hinges on assigning
the elements of some bandwidth during slot . This
emphasizes the importance of including hypotheses concerning
the future retransmission of elements from , when opti-
mizing the distribution of bandwidth between elements from
frames and .

D. Related Work

At this point, it is possible to compare and contrast our
proposed approach with other relevant protection optimization
frameworks. Perhaps the most relevant previous work is that of
Chou and his coauthors, which is well represented by [14], [17],
[18], amongst other papers. Chou et al. advance a powerful
framework for rate-distortion optimal delivery of streaming
scalable media, allowing for both FEC and retransmission with
deadlines. At each transmission opportunity (or transmission
slot), the server explores the impact of various policies for both
the current transmission and hypothetical future retransmis-
sions, searching for the policy which optimizes the expectation
of a Lagrangian cost function. In this regard, their approach
is actually identical to our own, as developed in Section IV.
Related ideas may be found to varying degrees in [10]–[12]. In
each case, the idea is to model the effect of different transmis-
sion policies on the properties of a Markov decision process,
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finding the policy which maximizes the expectation of a utility
objective over all paths through the state transition trellis.

A key challenge associated with such schemes is to manage
the explosion in complexity (size of the state space) which
arises from the interaction between transmission policies for
each source element, especially in the context of a rich set
of error correction options and/or acknowledgment failure
possibilities. To the best of our knowledge, the present paper
is the first to cast this optimization problem within the PET
framework. We show that the PET framework allows the
optimization problem to be decomposed into a set of indepen-
dent optimization problems, associated with each successive
source element in the primary frame. This allows us to avoid
sub-optimal iterative policy optimization schemes, such as the
SA algorithm which underpins the work of Chou et al. Besides
simplifying the optimization algorithm, the PET framework
is also fundamentally more efficient than one in which each
source element is separately packetized and channel encoded,
as envisaged by previous works which consider retransmission.
This is because whenever a source element arrives at the de-
coder, all higher priority source elements on which it depends
are also guaranteed to arrive. It is this property which yields
the linear utility expression in (1), as opposed to the necessarily
smaller polynomial utility expressions manipulated by Chou
and others.

Very recently, Gan and Ma [22], [23] proposed a transmission
optimization framework which does combine PET with the pos-
sibility of limited retransmission. Their approach, however, dif-
fers in many important respects from that proposed here. Gan
and Ma do not exploit the fact that it is generally only nec-
essary to retransmit a subset of the symbols associated with a
lost source element. As explained in the example above, this
has the important effect of increasing the effective utility-length
ratio for retransmitted elements, accounting for much of the
advantage of LR-PET over frame-by-frame PET. Quite to the
contrary, results reported in [22] indicate a loss in overall ex-
pected utility, while those reported in [23] indicate only small
gains and occasional overall losses, as retransmission is added
to frame-by-frame PET. Further, the optimization objective in
[22], [23] does not account for the potential retransmission of
elements which are currently being transmitted/protected for the
first time. The formulation of hypotheses to account for future
retransmission is a central theme in our framework. It should
be noted that Gan and Ma’s work is motivated principally by
the desire to minimize quality fluctuations from frame to frame,
rather than maximizing an overall expected utility objective, as
formulated in our present work. Finally, we note that our present
work involves the simplifying assumption of at most two trans-
mission opportunities for each source element, while Gan and
Ma consider larger numbers of transmission opportunities.

E. Organization of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II explores the erasure channel model more thoroughly,
introducing the notation which we shall use throughout the
paper. Section III then reviews the problem of optimal pro-
tection assignment for a single-scalable data source (e.g., a
compressed image), with a linearly dependent sequence of

Fig. 3. Two P versus R characteristics, corresponding to N = 100,
with p = 0:1 and p = 0:4.

elements , without the possibility of retransmission. Sec-
tion IV describes our proposed LR-PET framework and the
associated protection assignment strategy. Experimental results
in Section IV-F then demonstrate that substantial performance
benefits can be obtained by allowing limited retransmission
within the LR-PET framework.

II. CHANNEL MODEL AND CODING

The channel model we use is that of an erasure channel, where
the receiver knows exactly which packets have been lost. Packet
loss may result from either corruption or congestion. For the
experimental results reported in this paper, we consider only an
IID packet loss model, with packet loss probability . However,
the theoretical results and analytical methods described in this
paper are not restricted to IID models. The Gilbert–Elliott [39]
model, for example, is commonly used to model the bursty loss
patterns observed in networks which are subject to congestion.

With the IID loss model, the probability of receiving at least
out of packets with no error is given simply by

(2)

Fig. 3 shows an example of the relationship between and
, for the cases and , with codeword length

. Evidently, is monotonically increasing with
, but note that the curve is not convex.3 As described in

the next section, optimal solutions to the protection assignment
problem for a single-scalable data source must inevitably be
drawn from the upper convex hull of this curve. However, this
need not necessarily be the case for the limited retransmission
scenario with which we are ultimately concerned.

It is convenient to parametrize and by a single
parameter , defined by

We think of as a “redundancy index.” Evidently, lies in the
range 0 to , with corresponding to the case where no
information is transmitted, and corresponding to the case
where only 1 of the transmitted packets need be received for

3Throughout this paper, we use the term “convex” to mean “convex \.”
Convex \ functions are also sometimes called “concave,” although we do not
use that term here.
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Fig. 4. Example of the convex \ utility-length characteristic for a source
consisting of four elements.

correct decoding. The redundancy index is more intuitive than
, as a measure of the strength of the channel code, particularly

in view of the importance of the case .
Since each of our PET frames will always involve packets,

we find it convenient to drop the explicit dependence on . This
leads to the simplified notation

(3)

where

(4)

is the minimum number of packets which must be received if an
element which has been assigned redundancy index is to be
recovered.

III. PET PROTECTION ASSIGNMENT FOR A SINGLE SOURCE

This section reviews the problem of assigning an optimal set
of channel codes to the elements through of a single-
source frame , subject to a constraint on the length of the
PET frame. For applications where retransmission is not pos-
sible, we use the methods described here to protect each source
frame within its own transmission slot . The mate-
rial presented here also serves to facilitate our later discussion
of the more complex LR-PET assignment problem, where pri-
mary and secondary transmissions of two different frames must
be jointly protected.

Several schemes have been reported for finding optimal
channel codes within the PET framework [1]–[8]. For the
purpose of this review, we follow the development in [8]. In
that work, a general set of results is provided for sources whose
utility-length characteristic need not be convex and channel
codes whose probability-redundancy characteristic need also
not be convex. For our present purposes, however, we shall
assume that the source utility-length characteristic is convex ,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. That is

(5)

We assume that the source elements exhibit a linear depen-
dency structure, , meaning that elements

through must all be available before can be correctly
decoded. To each element , we assign a channel code with
codeword length and redundancy index , placing all en-
coded elements within a PET frame with packets. Our goal
is to find the set of redundancy indices , which maximize the
expected utility, subject to the length constraint

(6)

Without any loss of generality, we may restrict our atten-
tion to solutions which satisfy . To see
this, suppose the expected utility is maximized by a set of re-
dundancy indices , where for some . An al-
ternate set of redundancy indices may be formed from

, by setting and leaving all other indices un-
changed. This alternate set has a smaller encoded length, since

. However, it has exactly the
same expected utility, since cannot contribute to the utility
unless is successfully recovered, so there is no point in pro-
tecting more strongly than . Iterating the construction,
if necessary, we see that any optimal set of redundancy indices

may be progressively converted into a (possibly different)
set , having exactly the same expected utility, at most the
same encoded length, and satisfying . It
follows that the indices also maximize the expected utility,
subject to the same length constraint.

Since , the PET framework guarantees
that elements through will all be correctly received, so
long as is correctly received. The expected utility , available
at the receiver, can then be expressed as

and our task is to maximize , subject to
and the length constraint of (6).

The length-constrained optimization problem may be con-
verted to a family of unconstrained optimization problems, pa-
rametrized by a quantity . Specifically, let and
denote the expected utility and transmission length associated
with the set of redundancy indices , which maximize the
Lagrangian-style functional

(7)
subject to . Evidently, it is impos-
sible to increase beyond , without also increasing be-
yond . Thus, if we can find such that ,
the set will form an optimal solution to our problem.
In practice, the discrete nature of the problem may prevent us
from finding a value such that is exactly equal to ,
but if the elements are small enough, we should be justified in
ignoring this small source of sub-optimality and selecting the
smallest value of such that .
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Fig. 5. Points j ; j ; . . . ; j , which belong to the upper convex hullH , of a
nonconvex P (r) versus R (r) characteristic.

Now, suppose we temporarily ignore the constraint that the
redundancy indices must be nonincreasing. We shall find
that the resulting solutions will then be automatically guaran-
teed to satisfy this constraint. The unconstrained optimization
problem decomposes into a collection of separate maximiza-
tion problems. In particular, we seek which maximizes

for each . Equivalently

where .
This optimization problem arises in other contexts, such as

the optimal truncation of embedded compressed bit-streams [26,
chapter 8]. It is known that the solution must belong to
the set which describes the upper convex hull of the
versus characteristic, as shown in Fig. 5. If

is an enumeration of the elements in , and

(8)

are the “slope” values on the convex hull, then
. The solution to our optimization problem can

then be found from

(9)

Moreover, since the source is convex (5), we must have
, from which we deduce that . That is, the re-

dundancy indices which maximize the unconstrained objective
of (7) are guaranteed to satisfy the constraint

, as promised.
In summary, the optimal set of channel code redundancy in-

dices is found by searching for the smallest value of such that
the solutions yielded by (9) produce a PET frame length

which is no larger than . The monotonic dependence
of and, hence, and , on , renders this search
problem particularly simple. A trivial bisection search, for ex-
ample, limits the number of distinct values for which must be

tried to at most the numerical precision (number of bits) used to
represent slope values.

IV. LR-PET FRAMEWORK

In the previous section, we assumed that each frame has
its own transmission slot , without any possibility for re-
transmission of lost data in future transmission slots. This led to
a relatively simple strategy for assigning optimal redundancy in-
dices to its elements . In this section, we consider the
more general context, in which each source frame has both
a primary transmission slot , and a secondary transmission
slot . Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship between source
frames and transmission slots.

During transmission slot , the transmitter selects re-
dundancy indices for each element of the primary frame

, as well as retransmission redundancy indices
for each element of frame , subject to a limit on
the total number of symbols which can be transmitted within
any slot. We shall consistently use the notation and to
refer to the redundancy indices associated with primary and
secondary transmission, respectively. We also remind the reader
that the case in which an element is not transmitted at all is
captured by the assignment of a redundancy index of 0.

Our objective is to jointly optimize the parameters and
, subject to the length constraint on slot .

To appreciate the nature of this problem, note that the utility of
frame at the receiver depends on both and ,
yet we must optimize the and parameters to-
gether, without precise knowledge of which packets from frame

will be lost, or what protection might be assigned to the re-
transmission of lost data. We adopt the PET framework, jointly
protecting all source elements transmitted in slot with a
single PET frame of packets.

To address the dependence of on the values,
which will not be assigned until the future transmission slot

, we formulate a collection of hypotheses on what
might happen in that slot. In particular, let denote the
probability that exactly of the packets transmitted in
is correctly received. Each value of generates a separate
hypothesis. The expected utility of frame may then be
expressed as

(10)

where is the probability that element
will be correctly received if it is assigned a redundancy index
of in slot , if only of the packets transmitted in
that slot are received correctly, and if the remaining data is re-
transmitted with a redundancy index of in slot .
It is important to note that the additive formulation in (10) is
valid only so long as the real and hypothetical redundancy in-
dices satisfy

and (11)
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A similar argument to that presented for the case of simple
source protection in Section III shows that no loss of generality
is incurred by imposing these constraints.4

The expected total transmission length associated with frame
may be expressed as

(12)

where is the ratio between the total coded
length (in its primary and secondary slots) and the uncoded
length of , if redundancy index is assigned in the
primary slot , if only of the packets transmitted in that
slot are received correctly, and if the remaining data is retrans-
mitted with a redundancy index of in slot .

In order to account for the complex interaction between cur-
rent and future redundancy indices, we adopt a global perspec-
tive. Consider for a moment the global objective of maximizing
the total expected utility , subject to some con-
straint on the total expected length . Following the
same reasoning presented in Section III, solutions which max-
imize such a global objective form a family, parametrized by

. The redundancy indices associated with each member of this
family (i.e., with each ) are those which maximize

(13)

The basic idea behind our formulation is as follows. In
each transmission slot , we select redundancy indices
which maximize the Lagrange-style objective of (13), where
the expectations are conditioned on whatever information
is already known at the start of , adjusting until
the redundancy indices selected in this way satisfy the
encoded length constraint for slot as tightly as pos-
sible, i.e., (14), shown at the bottom of the page. Note that

represents
the ratio between the encoded length contribution to and
the uncoded length of element .

Before moving to the optimization algorithm, it is worth men-
tioning that the actual value of which satisfies the length con-
straint in (14) may vary from slot to slot. This may happen for
any number of reasons which cannot be foreseen ahead of time –
e.g., variations in the source statistics, variations in the channel
error rate, and so forth. As a result, the redundancy indices found
in each successive transmission slot may be solutions to dif-
ferent global optimization problems, jeopardizing the global op-
timality of the solution found in any given transmission slot.

4Actually, the value of s [n] is immaterial if k � k (r [n]), since then
no retransmission of E is required in slot T [n+ �]. As a result, the require-
ment that s [n] � s [n] strictly applies only for those k < k (r [n]).
Nevertheless, it remains true that the constraints of (11) can be imposed as is,
without adversely affecting the expected utility.

One might attempt to account for this by generating statistical
models for the evolution of in future transmission slots. Such
modeling, however, is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Instead, when formulating the expectations found in (10) and
(12), we assume that the hypothetical redundancy indices
will be selected in accordance with the same global optimiza-
tion objective, having the same value of as that selected for
the present transmission slot. In [14], Chou and Miao also ad-
vocate the selection of transmission policies which maximize
the global objective in (13). They suggest that may be inter-
preted as a type of quality parameter, which should be kept as
constant as possible, subject to prevailing constraints on the en-
coded transmission rate.

A. Rewriting the Optimization Objective

Eliminating all terms from (13) which do not depend upon
and , and writing for the actual number of

packets from slot which were correctly received, we
see that our objective in transmission slot is to maximize

(15)

subject to the constraints

and

(16)

finding the smallest value of for which the actual transmission
cost in slot satisfies (14).

For the sake of clarification, we note that the values of
are known when we come to solve this optimization

problem. For this reason, we omit the superscript from the
redundancy indices which are not hypothetical.
It is particularly worth noting that the optimization must be
performed jointly over both the actual redundancy indices and
the hypothetical redundancy indices, , even though the
latter do not contribute to the length constraint in (14).

At this point, it is convenient to simplify the notation in (15),
using primes to distinguish quantities which belong to frame

from those belonging to . Thus, for example,

(14)
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, , and .
With this notation, our optimization objective becomes

(17)

and the parameter constraints become

and (18)

Note, also, that the task of maximizing subject to (18) is
equivalent to the two independent tasks of maximizing sub-
ject to and subject to and ,
where and are identified parenthetically in (17).

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. We first
study the mechanics of retransmission, providing expressions
for the terms and . Next, we consider
the solution to our optimization objective, in the simple case
where each source frame has only one element. Finally, we show
that the solution to the general problem is essentially no more
complex than that developed for the single-element case since,
under reasonable conditions, may be optimized separately
for each , and the resulting solutions are guaranteed to satisfy
the constraints of (18).

B. Mechanics of Retransmission

Following the definition in (4), the number of packets which
must be received if element is to be recovered from its pri-
mary transmission slot is . If , there is
no need for any retransmission. Suppose that pri-
mary transmission packets are received. Since the transmitter
knows exactly which packets were received, it has only to re-
transmit the information from which is contained within any

of the packets which were lost. Thus, for
the purpose of retransmission, the length of element is effec-
tively reduced to , where

Note that this expression is also valid for the special case ,
for which and .

During retransmission, the source symbols from
element are assigned the secondary redundancy index ,
leading to a transmission cost of , and an ex-
pected utility of . The receiver is able to recover so
long as of the packets sent during the element’s
secondary transmission slot are received. To do so, the receiver
must first decode the secondary channel code, recovering the

missing source symbols which are required to decode
the primary channel code. These procedures are illustrated

Fig. 6. Example showing how an element E [n] in source frame F [n] may
be decoded from its primary transmission in slot T [n] and its secondary
transmission in slot T [n+ �]. The primary and secondary channel code
redundancies are R (r [n]) = 5=2 and R (s [n]) = 5=3; only one third of
the element’s symbols must be retransmitted in the secondary slot.

in Fig. 6. The following expressions are readily obtained for
and :

(19)

(20)

C. Single-Element Frames

To provide a more accessible introduction to the channel code
assignment problem, we first consider the case in which each
frame has only one source element. Let denote this
source element; the subscript is superfluous in this case, but
we preserve it for the sake of later extension to source frames
with multiple elements. Substituting the expressions from (19)
and (20) into (17), we obtain

(21)

and

Recall that and are known indices. Noting that is
relevant only when , the task of maximizing

is equivalent to that of maximizing

where

As explained in Section III, the maximizing must be drawn
from , the upper convex hull of the channel coding proba-
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bility-redundancy characteristic. In fact, the maximizing is
found using (9) to be

Similarly, for any given value of , the hy-
pothetical retransmission indices which maximize

are simply those which independently
maximize the terms , the solution
to which is

(22)

Here, we use the notation to express the dependence of the
optimal hypothetical redundancy indices on the primary redun-
dancy index, . We are then left with the problem of deter-
mining . Due to the complex interaction between and the

, our current approach is simply an exhaustive search through
the set of all available redundancy indices. It is not gener-
ally sufficient to consider only those indices which belong to
the convex hull, . In the case of Reed–Solomon codes,
the set consists of all in the range 0 through . For the pur-
pose of assessing complexity, we shall henceforth assume this
maximally sized set of possible redundancy indices.

At first glance, an exhaustive search may appear to be com-
putationally unattractive. For each of the possible in-
dices , we must solve the hypothetical
optimization problems represented by (22), each of which in-
volves up to comparisons. This would suggest a
complexity of at most comparisons. We can
readily simplify this by exploiting the monotonicity of in
a binary search for the solution to (22), leaving us with a com-
plexity of comparisons.

Fortunately, the exhaustive search may be even further sim-
plified by observing that the values recovered using (22)
are monotonically nondecreasing with . To see this, observe
that is a strictly decreasing function of , hence

is also strictly decreasing with , but is a non-
increasing function of . This property may be exploited by
the following strategy for finding the for each and each

.
For each , is evaluated at in sequence.

Thus, when we come to evaluate , we already know the value
of ; we also know that . The inequality
in (22) is evaluated starting with the first which is
greater than , and continuing until some yields

. In this way, the inequality must be eval-
uated exactly times. It follows that
the total number of times the inequality must be evaluated, in
order to compute for all , is bounded by

(23)

Actually, the bound on the right hand side of (23) can always
be reduced by 1. To see this, note that the complexity expres-
sion on the left assumes that we always test the inequality of
(22) until it fails. However, can only equal

if , in which case we will never perform a test
for in which the inequality fails. The bound can, thus, be

reduced to . This observation will prove more significant in
Section IV-E. To conclude, we note that the number of values
for which must be considered is bounded by . Thus, the
total number of comparisons required to maximize is at
most . A tighter bound, of the same order, could be devel-
oped by exploiting the fact that need not be evaluated for

.

D. Extension to Multiple Source Elements

We now tackle the general problem of maximizing the ob-
jective function in (17), subject to the constraints in (18).
As in the single-element case, maximization of the second term

, subject to , is an independent problem
whose solution has already been described in Section III. For
the first term, , coupling between the primary
and hypothetical redundancy indices, and , would appear
to present some difficulties. While exhaustive search through all
possible values is tractable for a single-element, the number
of possible combinations for the indices through grows
exponentially with . Fortunately, however, this is not neces-
sary. Evidently

where the terms are given by (21). Thus, it is sufficient to
maximize each independently, following the method out-
lined in Section IV-C, so long as we can be guaranteed that
the independent solutions will satisfy the constraints in (18).
We now show that this is the case, subject to some reasonable
assumptions.

As in Section III, we assume that the source utility-length
characteristic is convex,5 satisfying (5). The following lemma
shows that the hypothetical retransmission indices, , will sat-
isfy the necessary constraints so long as the primary redundancy
indices do. This simplifies our task to that of showing that
the solutions which maximize each independently satisfy

.
Lemma 1: Suppose the redundancy indices and

which independently maximize each in (21) sat-
isfy . Suppose also that the source utility-length
characteristic is convex, following (5). Then .

Proof: We showed at the end of Section IV-C that is a
strictly decreasing function of . Using (22) then, we must have

The second inequality above follows from the fact that the set
of for which necessarily contains
the set of for which , since

.

5Alternatively, we first find the convex hull and then enforce the constraint
that any element not on the convex hull must receive the same protection as-
signment as the next element which does lie on the convex hull.
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To show that , we begin by writing
where the are given by (22). That

is, is the maximum value which the objective function
can attain, given that is set to . The following lemma em-
bodies the key result which we must show.

Lemma 2: Let and be any two redundancy indices
satisfying and suppose that
for some . Then we must also have

, so long as the source utility-length characteristic
is convex, satisfying (5), and the set of channel code redundan-
cies which belong to is sufficiently dense.

We defer the proof of this key result to the Appendix. The
last condition, however, deserves some comment here. Our
proof currently relies upon passing to a continuous model for
the convex hull of the channel coding probability-redundancy
characteristic. This indicates that the result might hold only
when a very dense collection of channel codes is available.
In practice, extensive numerical studies suggest that the result
always holds, even in the discrete case, but we do not have a
formal proof that this must be true. Our idealized proof in the
appendix at least shows that enforcing the constraint
while passing from the optimization of to that of
is unlikely to produce sub-optimal results, and that any such
likelihood diminishes as the available set of channel code
redundancies increases.

Corollary 3: If maximizes then it is always
possible to find which maximizes such that

.
Proof: Suppose, to the contrary, that any which

maximizes has . This means, in particular,
that . According to Lemma 2 then,
we must also have so that cannot be
the value of which maximizes .

E. Complexity With Multiple Source Elements

We saw in Section IV-C that the inequality in (22) must be
evaluated at most times in order to maximize . Since
each source frame has elements, it is clear that all optimiza-
tion problems can be solved using at most comparisons.
For large , however, we can exploit the monotonicity relation-
ships of Lemma 1 and Corollary 3 to substantially reduce this
complexity. This can be achieved using the following “branch
and bound” strategy.

We start by solving the single-element optimization problem
associated with element , where , at a cost of
comparisons (we are ignoring the much lower cost of maxi-
mizing the terms here). The solution to this problem di-
vides the set of redundancy indices which may be selected for

and into two halves, depending on whether or
. We next solve the two single-element optimization

problems associated with and . In solving
these problems, we need only consider ,

, and . A trivial modi-
fication of the argument provided at the end of Section IV-C
shows that may be evaluated for all using
at most comparisons,
while may be evaluated for all using at most

comparisons. The total number of

comparisons required to evaluate both and for all rele-
vant is, thus, bounded by .

Following the same argument as in Section IV-C, we note that
the bound of can always be reduced by 2. This is because
the above complexity expressions are based on the assumption
that we always test the inequality in (22) until it fails, but there
is no need to test and values which exceed the known
bounds of and , respectively. As before, we note that the
number of values for which must be considered is bounded
by (although tighter bounds can be found), so that the total
number of comparisons required to maximize both and

is at most .
We proceed by solving the four single-element optimization

problems associated with , ,
and . The reader may verify that the total number
of comparisons required to evaluate , , and , for
all relevant , is again given by . Continuing in this way,
after a total of subdivision steps, we solve a total of

single-element optimization problems using at most
comparisons. Associating with , we see that the total
complexity is of order , which is substantially
less than , for large .

The above analysis is concerned only with maximization of
the terms. As already noted, maximization of is sig-
nificantly simpler, having complexity no larger than that of reg-
ular frame-by-frame PET. Of course, the optimization of
and must be conducted within an outer loop, which adjusts

until (14) is satisfied sufficiently tightly. While more sophisti-
cated search strategies exist, a simple bisection search requires
only one iteration for each bit in the numerical representation
with which we choose for . For most practical applications,
a logarithmic fixed point representation of suffices, with be-
tween 8 and 16 bits of precision. Chou and Miao [14] suggest
an alternate rate control strategy, in which is adapted slowly,
subject to a conventional “leaky bucket” model which constrains
the average transmission rate. In such a scenario, and
must be optimized for only one value of within any given
transmission slot.

F. Experimental Results

We present experimental results in two parts. The first part
compares the performance of frame-by-frame PET with that of
LR-PET, using a retransmission delay of . The second
part investigates the effect of the transmission delay on the
performance of the proposed LR-PET scheme.

For our scalable data source, we use a video sequence whose
frames have been independently compressed using JPEG2000;
i.e., a Motion JPEG2000 video stream. The video sequence con-
sists of 30 monochrome frames, with 720P resolution. That is,
each frame has a progressive scan with 720 rows and 1280
columns. Each JPEG2000-compressed frame has 15 precincts
and 12 quality layers, for a total of elements, .
We choose a code length of , which is also the number of
packets in each PET frame. The maximum transmission length
is set to bytes, and we consider various packet
loss probabilities in the range .

For the PET results, we use the algorithm described in Sec-
tion III to independently assign an optimal set of channel codes
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to each source frame. In this case, there is no opportunity for re-
transmission so each source frame occupies its own trans-
mission slot , with its own PET frame of packets. For
the LR-PET results, each frame is assigned both a primary trans-
mission slot and a secondary retransmission slot. The algorithm
described in Section IV is used to optimize the distribution of
transmission bandwidth between the primary transmission for
frame and secondary retransmission for frame ,
assigning appropriate redundancy indices and .

We use negative mean-squared error (MSE) as our measure
of utility, taking averages over a large number of experiments.
The actual number of experiments is adjusted according to the
packet loss probability, so as to minimize the impact of nonrep-
resentative outcomes. For LR-PET, the utility of each frame is
evaluated after its secondary transmission. Although our source
material consists of only 30 frames, we cycle through these
frames many times, effectively creating a much larger sequence,
so that all but a few frames at the beginning of the sequence
have to share their primary transmission with another frame’s
secondary transmission. When computing average utilities, we
ignore these initial frames, as well as those at the end of the se-
quence which have no retransmission event. Finally, we find it
convenient to express the utility values, after averaging, in terms
of peak signal-to-noise rate (PSNR).6

Fig. 7 compares LR-PET with PET at a variety of different
packet loss probabilities, . The results in this figure are
obtained by averaging the utilities at all frames in the video
sequence. This figure clearly reveals the benefits of limited
retransmission. At a packet loss probability of , the
availability of just one opportunity for retransmission improves
the PSNR by 4.2 dB. The benefits of retransmission appear to
decline at lower and higher packet loss rates. At lower packet
loss rates, most packets can be received without error, so that
little protection is required and most elements are recovered
from their primary transmission. We do not currently have any
explanation for the apparent decline in retransmission benefits
at high packet loss rates, although at the advantage is
still 2.5 dB in this experiment.

Fig. 8 provides a more detailed view of the behavior of
LR-PET at different frame instants and with various retrans-
mission delays, . For these results, the packet loss probability
is fixed at . MSE values for each frame of the original 30
frame sequence are averaged over all packet loss experiments
and all occurrences of the frame within the extended video. As
before, averaged MSE values are expressed in terms of PSNR.
In the absence of channel errors, our original source content
experiences only relatively small fluctuations in PSNR as a
function of frame number, and the same is observed in the PET
and LR-PET results when channel errors are present. Of greater
interest is the fact that the benefits gained from retransmission
are substantially insensitive to the retransmission delay .

One might at first suspect that the performance of LR-PET
should be independent of retransmission delay, since does not
enter directly into the expected utility expression of (10) and is
not involved in the optimization objective of (17). As discussed

6PSNRis defined as 10 log (A =MSE), whereA is the peak-to-peak signal
amplitude. In this case, A = 255, since we are working with 8-bit video sam-
ples.

Fig. 7. Comparison between LR-PET with retransmission delay � = 2, and
PET without retransmission, for various packet loss probabilities p.

Fig. 8. Effect of retransmission delay on average LR-PET utility (expressed
as PSNR) at each frame instant.

toward the beginning of Section IV, however, our hypotheses
regarding retransmission are formulated based on the assump-
tion that will not change between a frame’s primary and sec-
ondary transmission slot. The larger the retransmission delay ,
the more likely it is that the values selected in a frame’s pri-
mary and secondary transmission slot will differ significantly. In
particular, we expect to be sensitive to changes in the source
statistics from slot to slot. In the example of Fig. 8, evolves
only slowly, with typical frame-to-frame variations below 10%
and an overall range from 0.8 to 1.4. This observation explains
the low sensitivity to retransmission delay observed in this par-
ticular experiment.

V. CONCLUSION

Previous work on optimal protection assignment strategies
using the PET framework has largely assumed that retransmis-
sion of lost data is not possible. Relaxing this assumption, we
propose the LR-PET framework for jointly optimizing the pro-
tection assigned to source elements which are being transmitted
for the first time and elements which are being retransmitted. In
the context of a real-time service with a single opportunity for
retransmission, we provide an LR-PET optimization algorithm.
The algorithm exhibits a complexity of order , for
packets and source elements; this is remarkably low com-
pared to that of other schemes proposed for the RD optimiza-
tion of hybrid FEC/ARQ protocols. Our experimental results
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reveal large performance advantages from the inclusion of lim-
ited retransmission within LR-PET. We envisage that this frame-
work may form the basis for much future work. Possible direc-
tions for such future work include the protection of streaming
sources with interframe dependencies, extension to more gen-
eral retransmission environments with larger or unpredictable
numbers of possible retransmission opportunities, and experi-
mental work with non-IID packet loss models.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF LEMMA 2

A. Proof

We are given and , from
which we wish to show that .
Writing and noting that , it is sufficient
to show that

is an increasing function of . Using (21), we expand
as

Now recall that , so we can write

as . This, together with the fact that
allows us to express as a

sum of terms, weighted by ; specifically, see the equation
shown at the bottom of the page. Note that the terms de-
pend only on , , and . Specifically, from (22), we have

(24)

To complete the proof, we show that each term in the summa-
tions appearing at the bottom of the page is an increasing func-
tion of . The terms in the third summation do not depend on

, either directly or through and , so we need only
concern ourselves with the first two summations. Specifically,
we show that

and

are both increasing functions of .
As noted in connection with the statement of Lemma 2, we

find it necessary to pass to a continuous model of the channel
coding probability-redundancy characteristic on its convex hull.
This allows us to express (24) as

where

(25)

Here, we are using the fact that is the slope of the
channel coding probability-redundancy characteristic on its
convex hull, as expressed by (8). In the limit, as the density of
available channel codes grows without bound, we may replace

with the derivative, . The notation

makes explicit the fact that , and, hence, this
derivative, depends only on , and . In the same way, it is
convenient to write for and for

, from which we obtain

and

Taking the derivative of with respect to , and
using the fact that
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we get

Differentiating (25) yields , which we
substitute into the above to obtain

Here, we have used the fact that is a nondecreasing function
of , as shown in Section IV-C and that is an increasing
function of . Similarly, taking the derivative of with
respect to , we also find that
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